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Vocabulary 

1 Complete the words in the sentences. 

1 Do you f _ _ _ _ w any famous people on Twitter? 

2 I decided to u _ _ _ _ d the video clip so my friends could 

watch it online. 

3 I’ll s _ _ _ e the link with you so you can visit the website. 

4 He spends a lot of time playing computer games, at the  

e _ p _ _ _ e of his homework. 

5 We’re lucky to have so many resources at our  

f _ _ g _ _ t _ _ s. 

6 It’s easy to lose t _ _ _ k of time when you’re online. 

7 Why don’t you p _ _ t a comment on the website? 

8 I never sleep well – I suffer from i _ s _ _ _ _ a. 

9 Too much running can cause j _ _ _ t pain. 

10 You should change your diet and do more exercise if 

you have high blood p _ _ _ _ _ _ e. 

        /10 

 

2 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 
There are two words you don’t need. 

artificial   even   frontier   knowledge   odd   theory   

track    

1 The device can __________ how much exercise you do 

and how much you eat. 

2 We can relax now, safe in the __________ that 

everything is in hand for the big day. 

3 He sees wearable technology as the next __________. 

4 Scientists are trying to develop new forms of 

__________ intelligence, so computers can make 

decisions for us. 

5 2, 4 and 6 are __________ numbers. 

        /5 

 

3 Complete the sentences by adding one word in each 
space. 

1 I usually _____ on to my computer first thing in the 

morning, and I don’t turn the computer off until I go to 

bed. 

2 I didn’t want to go at first, but my friends talked me _____ 

it. 

3 New figures have come _____ which show that people 

are spending more and more time online. 

4 Technology allows us more time to focus _____ the 

things we enjoy. 

5 They decided to pull the plug _____ technology. 

        /5 

 

Grammar 

4 Choose the correct words. 

1 He was offered / was offered to him a job last summer. 

2 My bike was badly broken and it couldn’t repair it / 

couldn’t be repaired. 

3 I should be told / have been told about this last week. 

4 She’s studying, so she doesn’t want to be interrupted / be 

interrupted. 

5 Most cats enjoy being stroked / to be stroked. 

6 The audience were made wait / were made to wait until 

the performers were ready.  

7 This text sent me / was sent to me yesterday. 

8 We were shown / were shown to us the important documents. 

9 I don’t know where the parcel can be – it should have be 

delivered / have been delivered three days ago! 

10 I remember not being invited / being not invited to Ana’s 

birthday party last year – I was really upset! 

        /10 

5 Complete the second sentence so it has a similar 
meaning to the first. Use a passive structure. 

1 They say Jack stole Maria’s motorbike. 

It ____________________________ Jack stole Maria’s 

motorbike. 

2 They know that the criminals come from this area. 

The criminals ____________________________ this area. 

3 They expect the new science museum to open next year. 

The new science museum ____________________ 

________ next year. 

4 They think there is a low risk of pollution. 

There ____________________________ a low risk of 

pollution. 

5 People consider that vegetables are a very important part 

of any diet. 

Vegetables ____________________________ a very 

important part of any diet. 

6 The police think that three people were involved in the 

crime. 

Three people ____________________________ in the crime. 

7 People believe the painter spent his childhood in this house. 

The painter ____________________________ his 

childhood in this house. 

8 We could argue that there isn’t enough evidence to 

support this hypothesis. 

It ____________________________ there isn’t enough 

evidence to support this hypothesis. 

9 We know that the thieves took at least six paintings. 

The thieves ____________________________ at least six 

paintings. 

10 People think that early blues influenced his music. 

His music ____________________________ early blues. 

        /10 

        /40 


